
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Racing Te Aroha Date: Wednesday, 24 April, 2013 
Weather: Showers 
Track: Slow (9) downgraded to Heavy 10 prior to Race 1 
Rail: 6 metres 
Stewards: M Williamson (Chairman), A Coles, B Jones, W Robinson 
Typist: Mrs M F Coles 

 

G
 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: SURPASS, IT’S A MESSAGE, CLOS DE TART, BIG BANG BABY, OUR FOXY LADY 

Suspensions: Race  2 S Phelan WEST END  
Careless riding 1700 metres [638 (1)(d)], 4 riding days. 

Protests: Race  nil  

Fines: Race   nil  

Warnings: Race   nil  

Bleeders: Race  nil  

Horse Actions: Race   nil  

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race   nil  

Late Scratching: Race  nil  

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 SUPER LIQUOR TE AROHA 2200 

ROSEVALE jumped away awkwardly. 
FAVOURITE GIRL was slow to begin. 
ROSEVALE raced keenly in the early to middle stages. 
K Veenendaal was reminded of her obligations when riding her mounts fully to the finish of a race when circumstances 
permit her to do so. 
 

Race 2 McCONNOCHIES SERVICE STATION 2200 

ZENOCOIN and IT’S A MESSAGE came together jumping away 
GENEROUS TYPE was slow to begin. 
S Phelan admitted a breach of careless riding in that he allowed WEST END to shift in passing the 1700 metres crowding 
PALEMO which was checked and shifted back on to REYNARDS BRO which was hampered and shifted out abruptly making 
contact with GENEROUS TYPE forcing that runner over extra ground. After considering evidence the Judicial Committee 
suspended S Phelan’s licence to ride in races 25 April – 7 May 2013, inclusive, 4 riding days. 
REYNARDS BRO raced wide throughout. 
Passing the 400 metres WEST END shifted out, inconveniencing ZENOCOIN. 
P Ormsby was reminded of his obligations when riding his mounts fully to the finish of a race when circumstances permit 
him to do so. 
 

Race 3 BARRY BROWN WINNERS CIRCLE 1200 

DOMESTIC GODDESS was slow to begin. 
TRAVEL WISE was inclined to lay out inside the final 100 metres, inconveniencing ALUKA over the concluding stages which 
was steadied. 
When questioned regarding the performance of SENATORIAL apprentice jockey R Hutchings advised Stewards that the filly 
had found the existing track conditions too testing when racing in a fresh state. 
 

Race 4 GRAHAM SHARPE (SHARPIE) 1600 

Trainer N Kelly was granted permission to remove blinkers from ISTIMAGIC due to the existing track conditions. 



 

 

After becoming fractious in the starting stall HEZ COOL jumped away awkwardly. 
BIG BANG BABY raced keenly early and middle stages. 
SIR AL SYD was slow to begin. 
 

Race 5 TE AROHA MEMORIAL R S A 1200 

FULLOVIT, SUGGEST GOLD and MISS NANCHO BELLE were all slow to begin. 
SHE’S INSATIABLE lost its footing approaching the 700 metres. 
DAYNA BRAE lost its footing near the 700 metres, 600 metres and again at the 500 metres. 
SHE’S INSATIABLE was denied clear racing room between  DAYNA BRAE which shifted out slightly and FLOSSY THE 
CAT which shifted away from OUR FOXY LADY which was laying in under pressure .  SHE’S INSATIABLE was then held 
up. 
Passing the 100 meters DAYNA BRAE shifted out slightly under pressure with SHE’S INSATIABLE then shifting away 
from that runner hampering FLOSSY THE CAT. 
IGNISHUN raced greenly over the final 200 metres.  C Dell was reminded of his obligations when riding his mounts fully 
to the finish of a race when circumstances permit him to do so. 
Following the race, several Jockeys advised that their respective mounts had lost their footing to varying degrees.  A 
delegation of Stewards, Jockeys, Trainers and club representatives inspected the area of concern between the 500 metres 
and the 800 metres where numerous slip marks were apparent.  The meeting was subsequently abandoned at 3.20pm.  

 

 
 
 
 


